KOHLER Brazn: A new angle on minimalism
KOHLER launches Brazn bathroom collection where every shape is a statement
KOHLER, Wisconsin, USA – June 7, 2022 – The new Brazn suite from Kohler takes inspiration
from the Modernist movement with pieces that combine the
simplicity of minimalism with elegant, functional solutions.
Available in striking Honed Black as well as White, Brazn is bold
in any space.
Pleasing asymmetric design adds purposeful details to the
collection, which includes a freestanding bath, vessel basins,
undercounter basins and three toilet options: a one-piece toilet
which integrates tank and bowl for a seamless and easy to clean
design, a two-piece toilet that offers a sleek profile and a wallhung toilet that enhances the clean
aesthetic of the piece and space.
Brazn offers a refined, classic take
on the bathroom suite while creating
a striking centrepiece that is beautiful
and functional. The freestanding bath
is designed to support the curves of the body for a relaxing soak
while the vessel basin is designed with an asymmetric front for both
form and function. The one-piece toilet benefits from an elongated
seat for additional comfort while occupying the same space as a
round front bowl – ideal for when floor space is at a premium.
About Kohler Co.
Founded in 1873, Kohler Co. has more than 50 manufacturing locations worldwide, Kohler is a
global leader in the design, innovation and manufacture of kitchen and bath products; luxury
cabinetry, tile and lighting; engines, generators, and clean energy solutions; and owner/operator
of two, five-star hospitality and golf resort destinations in Kohler, Wisconsin, and St. Andrews,
Scotland. The company also develops solutions to address pressing issues, such as clean
water and sanitation, for underserved communities around the world to enhance the quality of
life for current and future generations.
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